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Óró, Sé do Bheatha 'bhaile: A Revival of the Endangered Irish Language 1

Irish, or in its most prominent dialect, Gaeilge, is the native language of the countries of

the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. Although once spoken by over four million people

in four distinct regional dialects, the Irish famine’s fatalities and the emigration that resulted both

contributed to the decline of Irish as a majority language in the nineteenth century. By the

twenty-first, Ireland had fewer than fifty thousand native speakers, rendering it endangered.

However, recent census data indicates a small increase in the number of daily Irish speakers over

the past fifteen years, particularly in counties like Dublin where Irish had most greatly

diminished.2 The Irish Central Statistics Office attributes this to a resurgence among younger

demographics. In conjunction with the rising popularity of educational programs focused on the

modern Irish language and pop culture as Gaeilge, I contend that although the language may not

return to majority language status, Irish will continue to recover to the point where it is no longer

endangered.

Irish holds the status of official minority language throughout the Republic and Northern

Ireland, but governmental efforts to revitalize it have largely been inefficient at growing the

2 John Walsh, Bernadette O’Rourke, and Hugh Rowland, “Research Report on New Speakers of Irish ,”
Foras na Gaeilge, 2015,
https://www.forasnagaeilge.ie/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/New-speakers-of-Irish-report.pdf.

1 A translation: Óró Sé do Bheatha ‘bhaile translates to “you’re welcome home.” It is both the title and the
refrain of a popular Irish song, most famously known for its use as a marching song during the Irish War
of Independence, and is associated with multiple nationalist Irish language movements of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.
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number of daily speakers nationwide. The largest ongoing project to increase the number of Irish

speakers is its inclusion for all students in the national curriculum. Irish has been a mandatory

subject in all public schools since the country’s independence in 1922.3 The Irish Free State, led

by Taoisigh William Cosgrave, hoped that this policy would combat the erasure of the language

that occurred under Ireland’s colonial occupation.4 However, despite the increase in formal

instruction, daily spoken Irish continued to decrease throughout the twentieth century and into

the twenty-first. Ó'Ceallaigh suggests that this is partially due to Irish lacking a social presence,

particularly among young adults; few adolescents and college-age speakers who are fluent in

both languages are willing to “speak Irish when coeval with English monolingual speakers.”5

Furthermore, co-author Ní Dhonnabháin notes that the subject matter covered by a school

curriculum discourages informal engagement with the language, making it feel “more like Latin”

than conversational.6 A language cannot be revitalized with a mandate alone. Without a social

presence, Irish fluency will continue to decline; if left unchecked, this will increase the

probability of the extinction of Irish as a living language.

However, cultural preservationists are responding to this research with great success;

organizations like TG Lurgan are beginning to revitalize casual speech as Gaeilge among young

Irish nationals. TG Lurgan is a modern musical program based out of the Gaeltacht summer

school Coláiste Lurgan. The school’s aim is to immerse school-age children in daily spoken

Irish, while the specific TG program aims to incorporate the lyrical benefit of music aiding

6 Ibid., 195.

5 T.J. Ó'Ceallaigh and Áine Ní Dhonnabháin, “Reawakening the Irish Language through the Irish
Education System: Challenges and Priorities,” International Electronic Journal Of Elementary Education
8, no. 2 (2015): pp. 179-198, https://www.iejee.com/index.php/IEJEE/article/view/107/104, 182.

4 Reg Hindley, The Death of the Irish Language: A Qualified Obituary (London, UK: Routledge, 1990), 17.

3 National Programme Conference. National Programme of Primary Instruction. Dublin: National
Programme Conference, 1922.
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second language learners.7 Citing recent research from the Irish language public body, Foras na

Gaeilge, Lurgan notes that the lyricism, rhythm, and repetition present in music often help

second language learners pick up pronunciations more easily. But the program also suggests that

the use of topics that are relatable, including modern pop songs, help make Irish feel more

accessible to their “core demographic”: adolescents and young adults.8 Early evidence suggests

many benefits; recorded performances of songs translated into Irish drew millions of viewers, the

most popular among them a rendition of Avicii’s “Wake Me Up.” Its views were almost double

the population of Ireland in 2013, its publication year.9 Thousands more tuned in for repeat

performances on TG4, the Irish language public television channel, and streamed their works on

Spotify.10 Their approach to Irish broke down many of the barriers young people encountered

when engaging with the language’s content, and Ireland now reaps the benefits in the first

increased interest in Irish speaking in a century. If Ireland continues to embrace popular and

accessible knowledge, the prospect of its continued growth looks strong.

It remains essential to avoid implying that this outlook would be easy, lest a lack of

attention given to these recent successes undo Ireland’s recent progress. Reversing the decline of

any language, but particularly one that has been dwindling for over a century, is a difficult task.

However, fewer than ten percent of those languages noted on the Endangered Language Project

have seen any growth in the past ten years; that Ireland is among them is an accomplishment in

and of itself. It is now our obligation to increase the output of modern content as Gaeilge and

build on that growth.

10 Roisin O'Hara, “The YouTube Approach to Learning Irish,” The Irish Times (The Irish Times, August 19,
2013), https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/the-youtube-approach-to-learning-irish-1.1496607.

9 Avicii Vs Lurgan - "Wake Me Up" as Gaeilge, TG Lurgan – Youtube, 2013,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1A6__HssHW8.

8 Ibid.

7 “TG Lurgan Ditch the Dictionary and Put on Your Headphones..,” Lurgan, 2009,
https://lurgan.biz/tg-lurgan/.


